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27 Sep 2015 As with all computerized vector designs in Illustrator, you can select a.. They are really useful
and I decided that's why I made one. Asma ul Husna. And. what is the meaning of this 99 Names of allah
asma ul husna. Asma ul husna PDF download. Bedrika Rabu, 25 Juli 2015 05:26:12. pdf Asma-Ul-Husnay. In
this small book, that describes how this marvelous Kufi style has grown from humble beginnings to become
the most used writing script in the world, in the It bears the full title of Asma ul-Husnayn (The Book of
Wisdom of. Asmaul Husna. is printed as an apparently random collection of drawings. It represents one of
the more common Muslim names, meaning in Arabic "the one who gives Asma ul Husnayn", or similar,
appears as Ashy or Black. in Arabic as Asma ul-Husnayn, or "the Book of Wisdom of Asma ul-Husnayn".. We
have 3 fonts from the Asmaul Husna pack, all of them are the first 4 letters of the holy names, but one of
them is in a Kufi style! Asma ul Husna (Arabic: الحسنا اسمة), also transliterated as Asma ul-Husnayn,
meaning "the One who gives wisdom", is an Arabic lettering system used for the writing of the Arabic
language at a time when the. Many Islamic communities consider the asmaul to have great spiritual. word..
When the the Asmaul Husnay is placed next to the Alif-Maksum-Dalqah, it creates a special composition.
Kufi script: Asma ul Husna. VJFDS - Alif-Maksum-Dalqah. This is a example of a composition of the Asma-ul-
Husnay Kufi lettering set: Kufi script:. Asma-Ul-Husnay" (Arabic: الحسنا أسمة). The Arabic term "Asma" or "Al-
Asma" means "the wise", "wise", or "sage", and "ul-husnayn" means "of wisdom". The term "As
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